October 2009 Programs

Wednesday, October 7 at 7 pm
*DVD--The Cosmology Quest*

The "Big Bang" theory dominates cosmology today. The term "Big Bang" was originally one of derision and the theory was given this name by its opponents. But now it is the leading secular cosmological creation story.

However, many serious scientists do not think that the Big Bang theory stands up to strict scientific scrutiny. New discoveries challenge basic assumptions of the theory. Join us for a critique of the Big Bang theory by some of its most eminent critics, such as Sir Fred Hoyle, Nobelist Kary Mullis, Halton Arp and Geoffrey Burbidge.

Wednesday, October 14 at 7 pm
*DVD--Stairways to Heaven--The Practical Magic of Sacred Space*

The spiritual technology of the ancients--as seen in sacred spaces, stone circles, temples, and Gothic cathedrals--has fascinated humanity for millennia. This exciting documentary takes you on an 8000-year journey that reveals the relevance of this ancient wisdom for us today in this era of great upheaval.

Wednesday, October 21 at 7pm
*Emotional Intelligence and The New Human*
Susan Kornacki, President, EI Skills Group

Many people have heard of the term emotional intelligence (EI). This concept has become popularized for use in personal development, in business and in college settings. We will learn how emotional intelligence is being incorporated into a variety of settings and explore what the implications of this work may be for our individual and collective evolution. We will examine the differences and similarities between EI and intuition, as well as EI and other extraordinary states of knowledge.

We will also learn how emotional intelligence can be measured and, more importantly, how one's emotional intelligence abilities can be increased for optimal outcomes. This has led many people to experience enhanced states of higher consciousness and increased positive vibration.

Join us as we explore this exciting way of ...being!
Wednesday, October 28 at 7 pm

*DVD-- Man's Right to Know (Introducing the life and work of Wilhelm Reich)*

What is the unifying theme that connects Reich's work in psychoanalysis, mass psychology, physiology, biology, biogenesis, energy medicine, mass-free energy physics, meteorology, astrophysics and cosmology? Join us for an exploration of a new view of an ancient concept--life energy--and learn about orgonomic functionalism, a new way of thinking needed to comprehend the life energy.

This evening is also the introduction to a **new ongoing reading group** at the Center for New Knowledge --*Wilhelm Reich: The Work*--which will focus on the basic texts of orgonomy, the body of knowledge that is Reich's legacy.